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Introduction
The main purpose of this paper is to give a formula to determine the semi-
group structure of G-equivalence classes of real and complex G-vector bundles
over special G-manifolds, [2], [3], [5]. K. Janich has obtained a classification
theorem for regular O(ή)-manifolds with many orbit types, and given a formula
for Vect
oCn ) of these manifolds [6]. Our formula is rather simple, but it may
apply just for special G-manifolds which satisfies a condition on normalizers
of isotropy subgroups, (C2) in § 2.
In § 1, we collect some known results for later use. §2 contains a lemma
which is one of our main tools. In § 3, we define an object associated with an
orbit space, which we shall call a datum, and proved the formula. As an
application of the formula, in § 4, we determine the complex KG-group of
Brieskorn-Hirzebruch O(n)-manifold W2n~1(d)y [2]. In § 5, we shall prove the
existence of an O(/z)-invariant 1-field on W219'1^) and the non-existence of
invariant 2-fields for w^2.
I am grateful to S. Araki and F. Uchida for their kind advices.
1. G-manifolds with one orbit type
In this section, we recall a formula due to K. Janich and G. Segal [6], [9].
Let G be a compact Lie group and M be a compact smooth manifold.
A difϊerentiable G-action on M is a smooth map μ: G X M—>M such that
μ(gi> M<?2> *)) = μ(gi-g2y *)> a n d μ(*> χ) = x >
where e is the unit of G. A compact smooth manifold with a differentiable
G-action is called a G-manifold. We denote by G
x
 the isotropy subgroup of x
G M , and by G{x) the orbit through x. We denote by (H) the conjugate class
of isotropy subgroups including H, and call it the orbit type. Let M be a G-
manifold with one orbit type (H)> and P(H) be the set of fixed points under the
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action of H, i.e. P(H)={x^M; G
x
=H}y then π\P(H) : P(H)-+π(M) is the
principal N{H)jH = Γ(#)-bundle, 2.4, [2], 1.7.35, [8], where we denote by π:
M->π(M) the orbit map, and by N(H) the normalizer of H in G. The G-
manifold M is G-equivariantly diffeomorphic to G/Hx
 rcinP(H), 2.4, [2], 1.7.35,
[8]. G and P(#) are iV(i/)-manifolds, and H acts trivially on P(H)> then we
have a G-equivariant diffeomorphism G/H X
 rcinP(H)=G X NCinP(H).
Throughout § 1, § 2 and § 3 we denote by VectG(M) the set of real or
complex G-vector bundles over M, and by VectG(M) the semi-group of G-
equivalence classes of them. Let π*\ (Tr^'be the restriction and the G-extension,
V?ctG(G X
then we have the isomorphism
( 1 ) π? : VecΐG(G X NCinP(H))Z VectNCH}(P(H)),
and 7ri1) (τ41))~is the identity of Vect
mm
{P(H)).
Proof of (1).
Let E->M be a G-vector bundle. By the G-equivalence M^ G X
 NCinP(H),
we have the restriction E
o
 = E/P(H)^P(H), which is an iV(i/)-vector bundle.
Define a G-homomorphism of G-vector bundles a : Gx
 NCH^E0-^E by a(g, e0)
=g e0 and a homeomorphism β : G X E->G xEby β(gy eo)—(gf g^e^. Let $ :
G X E-+G X
 NCH )E D e t n e composition of β with the natural projection, and p2 :
G X E->E be the projection onto the second factor. For each e
o
^E, there exists
g<=G With. g-xeQ^Eoy and so $(g, eo)=(g, g~\)^GxmH^E0. For any g'<=G
o) w e n a v e
H = G*Cg-ie6) = g^G^^gy H = GηtCgf-ieo^=
and so gHg-'=gfUgf-\ then g'-1 geN(H) *nά {gy g-\)={g',g'-χ) in Gx
NcwE0. lίg~\^EQy then (g1g)~1g1e0=g~1e0. Thus we have a G-homomorphism
/3 : £ < /3 - 1 ( G X
 NCH)E0) • G X
By the equalities
α/3(^0) = α ^ ( ^ , e0) = a(g, g~xe0) = eQ,
a is a G-isomorphism. Thus (1) is proved.
Now we consider the case which satisfies the condition
(CO N(H)=Γ(H)xH.
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For any subgroup L of G, we have N(gLg~1)=gN(L)g~1, and so, if L satisfies
the condition (Cj), then^L^"1 also does and (C
x
) is satisfied for all ^^(L).
Let E^P(H) be an iV(i/)-vector bundle over P(H). By (C\) we have an
#-vector bundle E/Γ(H)->P(H)IΓ(H)=π(M). On the other hand, for a given
//-vector bundle E'-+P(H)IΓ(H)=π(M)y take the vector bundle induced by the
orbit map π\I\H):P(H)^π(P(H))=π(M), and denote it by P(#) X * C M ) £ ' ^
P{H). We define an iV(i/)-action on P(#) x ^M^Ef as follows : for any (γ, /*)e
iV(#), and (*, e')^P{H)x«,M,E\ (γ, *).(*, O = ( ^ , ^ ' ) Then the bundle
P(iϊ) X * C M ) £'->P(#) has an N(H)-γcctor bundle structure. Let τr^2), (TΓ^)" be
the factorization by T(H) and the induced bundle construction,
πf : v7ct
mHiP(H)) -» V?ctH(P(H)lΓ(H)),
(π?)- : V?ctH(P(H)IΓ(H)) ^
then we have the isomorphism
( 2) Vect
mHiP{H)) - VectH(P(H)IΓ(H)),
742))- is the identity of VectH(P{H)jT{H)). Denote. 7rf 7r£> by
and (τr£>)- (^^2))" by TΓJ. By (1), (2) we have
Theorem 1. (K. Janich, 1.4, [6], G. Segal, Proposition 2.1, [9])
Under the condition (Cj), we have isomorphisms
π* : VectG(M)^VectH(π(M))y KG(M)^KH(π(M)),
TΓ^  TΓS £y ίAβ identity of VectH{P(H)jY{H)).
2. Special G-manifolds with restricted type
For a G-manifold M, we can choose a G-invariant Riemannian metric on
M. We denote by V
x
 the fiber over X G M of the normal bundle of the
imbedding G(x)dM. A G-manifold M is called special, if for any x^M, and
for the slice representation GX-+GL(VX), Vx is a direct sum of G^-invariant
subspaces, V
x
=W
x
(&F
χy such that the representation of Gx on the unit sphere
in W
x
 is transitive, and on F
x
 is trivial.
In this paper we treat special G-manifolds which have the principal orbit
type (H) and the singular orbit type (K). Further we assume that the orbit
space 7r(M
c/o) is connected, where M c / π denote the set { X G M ; GX is conjugate
to K}. MCK) is a closed submanifold of M. Let N be an invariant tublar
neighborhood of M C i O of the imbedding M c / o c M , and M1 be the complement
of the interior of Ny i.e. M1=M— Int JV. Then we have a G-invariant
decomposition M=MCH)\jMcjn=M1\jN. Define p : dNx [0, l]->iVcM by
p 13iV x (0)=the projection of the sphere bundle p : 3ΛΓ->MC/C),
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p(x, t) = Exp(tx) on dNx (0,1],
where we identify N with a normal disc bundle, then by the speciality of M, we
obtain a diffeomorphism / : π(M
cκ
^)χ [0, ί]-^π(N) such that the following
diagram is commutative
π(MCIO) X
P97V x[0, i;
π'PXid.
N
0, 1] -^-*
 π
{N), 3.0, [5], lemma p 16, [2]
Since the projection p is equivariant, it induces a smooth map pf : π(dN)->
π(M
cia)withp'-π=π p. p | iVx(l)=the identity of dN, then we have p'=
(f\(dN))~1, and it is a diffeomorphism.
For a fixed principal isotropy subgroup H and for each y''^π(MCIO)> there
existsy^π~\y') such that the slice Sy admits x^dSy with (Gy)x=Gx=Hy p(x)
=y. Let K be the isotropy subgroup Gy. We denote by r* : Vectκ(π(MCIO)
->VectH(π(MCK)), the semigroup homomorphism induced by the inclusion
HaK.
Now we cosider the case which satisfies the condition
(C2) N(H) = Hx Γ(H), N(K) = KxT(K), and Γ(K)czΓ(H)c:G.
Lemma. The following diagram is commutative
VectG(dN) J— VectG{Mίia)
\π* ./* *
Proof of the lemma is divided into three parts.
(i) Commutativity on a fiber
The spaces P(K)={y^M
cκ
,; Gy=K} and dP(H)={x<=ΞdN; GX=H} are
the total spaces of the principal bundles over τr(M
c/n) and π(dN) with left
Γ(K), Γ(H)-acύons respectively. For a given ^-vector bundle (1) F'-+π(MCIO),
(2)P{K)x^Mcκ9F'->P(K)is\hz induced bundle by the projection π\P(K) :
π(M
cin), then (TΓJF7) is the G-vector bundle
(3) G x
 mκ
iP{K) x ^Mc^') - G x
 mκ
,P{K) = M
cκ
,,
and the induced bundle of (3) by p is the G-vector bundle
'(4) [G x
 mHβP(H)] X McκlG x jvcnC W X - c * ^ ' ) ] " * d N
The G-action in the total space of (4) is the diagonal G-action. Now we
restrict the bundle (4) on dP(H) then we have an iV(//)-vector bundle
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(5) dP(H) x
 U(χJG x mκiP(K) x ,C
with the diagonal N(H)-acύon. We have choosed a pair (x,y) such that GX=H,
Gy=K and p(x)=y. Let π(x)=b, then π(y)=π{p(x))=p'π(x)=pf{b). Now we
restrict (5) on T(H)x. For 7GΓ(i/), p{rγx)=fYp(x)=Ύy9 and so for g^Gy if
gy=jy then γ^g^K, thus g^Y(H) K and γ Ξ ^ mod ϋΓ. Hence the bundle
(5) over Γ(i/)tf is
(6) T(H){xxKx
κ
(yxF'p,Cb,)} ->T(H)x.
On the other hand the G-vector bundle π^p'*r*F' is
(7) GX * c f f « # ) X «α>NiP'*r*F')] - GX W J i
The restriction of (7) on T(H)x is
(8) T(H)x xp'*r*F'Aω -> Γ(tf)* .
(6) is i/-equivariantly isomorphic to (8) by
Ψ{T{H)x) : j(x x k x *(>> x/)) -^ (7^ X
where γGΓ(ίί), k^K> / G f ' y ( ί ) and its inverse is given by (yx X kfj-^γfa X
eXκ(y Xkf))= ry(xxkx
κ
(y x/)), ^ denotes the unit of G.
(ii) Commutativity over a neighborhood of &
Let S be the radius of a fiber of the sphere bundle dN-+M
ciαy then we use
the tublar neighborhood N1-^MCK^ with radius £/2 instead of N if it is necessary.
The fiber Ny over y is included in a slice and there exists x^dNy such as Gx=
H and />(*)= V- For any ;y
o
<= 5 , Γl P(K)y Gy= Gy=K. Take the slice Syo at j / 0
with radius £, then Syo^Ny and for any tfί<=(ry0— {j>0}), GX{=GX=H. Thus
{the half line through p(xί) and #ί} Γl dN=x1 has the isotropy subgroup Gx =
G
x
[=Hy and GpCx{)=K. Hence we have local cross sections Sy{ΛP(K)ZDsψ{™
(p'(U(b))) of the bundle P(K)->π(M
cκ
,) and jg}(i7(i)) of dP(H)->π(dN) such
that the diagram
U(b) -t+ p'(U(b))
is commutative. We can suppose that the bundle Fr is trivial over p'(U(b)).
By using Ψ(Γ(iϊ).κ) in (i) and the product representation Fr\p\U{b))=^F^iωX
p'(U(b)) as a K-vector bundle over p'(U(b)), we construct an isomorphism of
JV(//)-vector bundles over Γ(H)s%\U(b)) of
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(9) Γ(H){s$>(U(b)) X Kx
 κ
{sψb\p'{U{b)) x F
onto
(10) T(H) {,g>( U(b)) X r*Ffr
κ
 X *7(έ)}
which is given by
Ψ O W S W ) ) ) Tί^xftx^Cyx/x^O)} - yxxkfxb,,
where ^^(1/(1)), y=P(x)JeFl'<», k^K and 6
x
e E/(ft).
(iii) Commutativity over 3iV
Since π(M
cκ
^) is compact connected, by the construction in (ii), we can
choose an open covering of
 π
(dN)=7r(M
c/n), (J Ui=π(dN) which admit local
1 = 1
cross sections sψ :p\U{)->P{K\ s<ff : C/z-^9P(i/) with p s^sψ-p'. Further
we can assume that Ff\p\Ui) is product for each ί. Now we construct
isomorphisms Ψ(Γ(H)s£}) of N(H)-vector bundles as in (ii). If b^UiC[Up
then there exists j\b)^Y{K) such as s%\p\b))=j{b)s(£(p\b)). On the other
hand s%\b)=γ(by/(b) for some <γ'(b)ζ=Γ(H), then γ ' ^ γ j i j e l ί : and so ^(i)
= γ(ft)ft for some Aei^ Π Γ(i/), or equivarently y(b)=y'(b)k-\ Then ΨίΓίH)^')
coincides with Ψ(T(H)sg) over Γ ί i / ^ X ^ Π C/y)=Γ(ί/>^)(C/i.Π ί/y) by the
definition of Ψ(Γ(#)%) in (ii). Since Γί^Jj^ίt/,) and Γ^^X^^C/,)) a Γ e
open in 9P(/2r) and P(-K) respectively, we can paste the family Ψ(Γ(H)s$) ί = l ,
•••, /to get an isomorphism of N(H)-γector bundles over dP(H) of
(11) dP(H) X
 U(KJG X ^ c i r^UO X
onto
(12) 9P(H) x ««Nip'*r*F') -* dP(H).
We denote the isomorphism by Ψ(dP(H)). By the first step of the proof of
Theorem 1 in § 1, we have the isomorphism lG x NCH^Ψ(dP(H)) of
(13) [Gx
 mm
dP{H)\ x
 M C J O[G x NCia(P(K) x «ί
onto
(14) G x
 mH,[dP{H) x *«W>/>ΛW1 - 9iV.
We denote the required isomorphism by ΨG.
Notational conventions. Let M be a G-manifold with one orbit type (H)
and the property (CJ, and 99 : E-+E be a G-isomorphism of G-vector bundles
over M, then φ induces the //-isomorphism φr : π^E-^π^E, we denote it by
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π*(φ) On the other hand, for a given //-isomorphism φf : E'-^E' of i/-vector
bundles over π(M), the induced G-isomorphism π%E'-+π^E' is denoted by
π*{φ'). Suppose/: N-^M to be a G-map of G-manifolds, then the above
φ : 2?->E induces the G-isomorphism f*E-^f*E, we denote it by f*(φ). The
G-isomorphism due to G. Segal, E-+π*π*E, is denoted by π*π*> (§ 1 of this
paper, §2, [9]).
3. A classification theorem
We consider a family ^^{(.F 7, Eί)^Vect
κ
(π(M
cκ
^))x VectH(π(M^j), aH}>
where we use notations in § 2 and aH is an isomorphism of iϊ-vector bundles
p'*r*F'->Eί 19τr(M1), say dE{. We call each element of D a datum.
DEFINITION 1. A datum (F', Eί, aH) is equivalent to a datum ( P , £ί, σH)
if and only if there exist isomorphisms p
κ
 of ^-vector bundles and φH of
//-vector bundles such that the diagram
Ff -—> pf*
r
*F' — -^> dEί c Eί
PK
£" i - — > p'*
r
*F' — ^ 3£ί c Eί
is commutative, where pHK is the isomorphism p x as an ϋ-vector bundle
isomorphism.
The relation in the definition is an equivalence relation.
Proposition 1. For two data (F\ Eί, aH), (F\ E{, aH) if α H i s homotopic
to ctH' by a homotopy {ht O^t^l} such that ht is an H-ίsomorphίsm for each t,
then the data are equivalent each other.
Proof. We choose a coloring dπ(M^)xICLπ{M^. Since h
o
'hό1=tht
identity of QE[, the homotopy h^rfc1 : E{ \ dπ(Mj) X I->E( \ dπ{M
x
) x / can be
extended to an //-automorphism φH : E{-*E[ such that the diagram
c E{
p'*r*F' ζa£ \<xH-etf \
\dE( c Eί
is commutative.
REMARK. The isomorphism aH of a datum (F\ Eί, aH) determines a
canonical G-isomorphism between G-vector bundles p*π*F' and π^dEί. In
fact, by the lemma in § 2, we have the G-isomorphism ΨG :p*π*F'—>π*p'*r*F'.
Using aH, we have a G-isomorphism 1GX Λτc//)(lθPCH)X<c9iv)^ //) :
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π*(dEQ> i.e. π*(aH). Let ΦG(CCH) be the composition π*(aH) ΨG, which
we call the canonical G-isomorphism.
Using the deformation along geodesies which are perpendicular to M
c / O,
we have the equivariat deformation retract p : N-^MCK^ with p \ dN=p.
Precisely/* is defined to be p-ρ(x, t)=p(x) over ρ(dNx (0.1]) and p(x)=x for
)> where p has been used in § 2.
Proposition 2. If a datum (F'y E{,aH) is equivalent to a datum (F', El, aH),
then p*π*Ff (J ΦGca^7c^E( is G-isomorphίc to p*π*Fr U ΦQCciB^E{, where we
denote by U Φ^ the clutching construction.
Proof.
we have the
From the equivalence
F' > p'*
r
*F' —^> dEl
j I
1
PK PH,K
f > p'*
r
*F' —?+ dlcommutative diagram
99
c
c
El
1
ΨH
Ψ
Eί,
P*π*F' =) p πϊF' - ^
 πi^*r*F)^^ π^dEl c τr^ί,
for the second square from the left, its commutativity is obtained from the
commutative diagram
(PH,κ)π*(pκ)
c.f. (ii), the proof of the lemma, § 2. For other squares, the commutativities are
resulted by the definition of πJ. Since each arrow is a G-isomorphism, we have
the proposition.
For each G-vector bundle E over M, we use the notations, E\M1=Ely
π+E^Eί, E\dN=dE19 E\MCK,=F, π*F=F'.
Since N is a compact differentiate manifold, using p and the covering
homotopy theorem, we have a G-equivalence pQ : p*F^>E \ N, and we get a
G-isomorphism #ξ U lEl : p^FU^E.-^E. Let p% :p*F->E\N be another
G-isomorphism. By the commutative diagram
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p*F U
 hp%Ex is G-isomorphic to p*F U ^ * # i
G-isomorphisms dp%, ΨG and TΓJTΓ* induce //-isomorphisms dp%=π%
(dp%) : π*(p*F)-+dEί, ΨH=π*(ΨG) : π*(p*π*F')-+p'*r*F' and g=^ # (p*
(I****]"1)) : ^ ( ^ T Γ Ϊ ^ O - ^ T Γ * ^ * ^ ) respectively. To the bundle p*F\J
$p*Ely we make to correspond a datum (F\ E{, dpH'Q'^H1)- By the next
proposition the correspondence is independent of the choice of p%.
Proposition 3. If a G-vector bundle E is G-isomorphic to a G-vector bundle
E, then the resulting data are equivalent.
Proof. Let φG : E^>E be a G-isomorphism. Choose representations p*F U
^E^EtPtFΌ^E^E. Let φG be (m-\<PG\N)(pG) :p*F-+p*F. Since
φG is resulted from φG \ Mcκ> : F-+F, we have commutative diagrams
I i l l
;(p'*r*π*(φG\QN) \P*πlπ^{φG\dN) \φG\dN \<pG\dN I
J. α.r/ _ \-IΊ vL α ~ * X X
π*(p'*r*F') +-^- p*π*Ff π±Λ
 > p*p — % Qg^ c g
and
The equivalence classes of elements of D has a semi group structure by
the Whitney sum, we denote it by DHK(M). By Proposition 3 we get a
homomorphism S : VectG(M)^DHK(M) which is defined to be S(E)=(F'y E{9
dpfe q'Ψff1) for a representation p*F Ue^g^Ί up to G-isomorphisms. We
define f : D-^V^ctG(M) by f (F ' , £{, aH)=p*π*F' U φ ^ ^ ί , then by
Proposition 2, it induces a homomorphism T : DHK(M)-+VectG(M). Now we
are in a position to prove our main theorem.
Theorem 2. The homomorphism S : VectG(M)->DHK(M) is an isomorphism
of semi groups and T is its inverse.
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Proof. For E^ VectG(M) we choose a representation p*F{Jdp^E1=E and
take the datum (.F', E[, dp*'q Ψ~^). We consider the following diagram,
>*)
In order to get the commutativity of the lower square, we use commutativities
of other parts, and we have
and G-isomorphisms,
U tpξE^p^F' U
where ΦCΘ^ ί Ψ ^ ^ ^ T r ί ί a ^ . ^ . ψ ^ ^ ΨG, (Remark after Proposition 1).
Let [E] be the equivalence class which contains E, then we have T S([E])
= [E] by the above equalities and Propositions 2,3. Let (JF7, E{, aH) be a
datum, then Γ ^ , £(, aH)=p*π*F' U Φc ^ ϊ ^ ί . Since Φ(aH)Ψc1=πi(aH)
and 7Γ*τrJ=the identity, (F7, £{, aH) is a datum of this representation. Thus
we have proved that S Γ=the identity of DHK(M).
4. K0UW
2n
-\d))>n^2.
Brieskorn-Hirzebruch O(w)-manifold W2n~1(d) is the loci of equations z%-\-
z\-\ h*n=0, | ^ 0 | 2 + | ^ | 2 + + | ^ | 2 - 2 . By 4.5 of [2], the manifold is a
special O(n)-manifold with the orbit type (O(n—2), O(n— 1)), and the orbit
space is D\ the 2-disc, and 9Z)2=S1=7r(ϊPl|-1(έ0coc«-i)3)
In this section, we consider complex vector bundles, then any vector bundle
is orientable. Since the boundary S1 is a trivial O(n— l)-manifold, any vector
bundle over S1 is equivalent to a product O(n— l)-vector bundle, and we have
an isomorphism F^ί0(?t_1)(iS'1)^O(/z—1), where O(/z—1) is the semi group of
isomorphism classes of complex O(n— l)-modules, (Prop. 2.2, [9]).
Let K be the Grothendieck functor, then by Theorem 2 in § 3, we have
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where R(G) is the complex representation ring of G.
Using notations in § 3, we define a homomorphism of semi groups j * :
DHtK^Vectκ(π(Mcκ,) byj*(F>, E{, aH)=F'.
In the case of M=W2n~\d), π(M1>CoCn_2»)=D2s) where £ is the radius of the
disc τr(M1)CoCw_2)). We define a homomorphism β* : F ^ O C M _ 1 ) ( » S 1 ) ^ D O C W _ 2 ) > O C M _ 1 )
by k^(S1xV)=(S1xVy D2sxr*V, aoίn_2^pfx\r*v) for each O(»—l)-module
V. Then we have;*.£*=the identity of Vect
oCn_Ό(S% and K^
(n—1)) is a direct summand of K
oCn^(W2n~\d)).
Now we prove our main result in this section.
Theorem 3.
^ R{O{n-Vj).
Proof. At first we seek a linear form of a clutching function α
oCΛ_2> We
can do this quite parallely to the proof of the Bott periodicity due to Atiyah-Bott,
[4]. For any datum (S1x V, D2xr*V> αO(M_2)), the clutching function αoc-2) is
equivariantly homo topic to a Laurent polynomial clutching function /30cw-2)—
Σ akz
k
, 2.5, Proposition p. 130 [4], then (5XX V, D2Xr*Vy αoCM_2)) is equivalent
to (S1 X V, D\ X r*V, /5OCΛ_2)) by the proposition 1, § 3. There exists a polynomial
clutching functionp{z)=b0Jrb1z~\ ^bszs with βocn-Zϊ=:zP(z)z~s By the diagram
Slxr*V a D2xr*V
Slxr*V - ^ > S\xτ*Vc D2xr*V,
(S1 xV,D2x r* V, p{z)z~s) is equivalent to (S1 xV,D2
s
x r* V, p(z)). p(z)+ lCl5
H |-lCs) is equivariantly homotopic to a linear clutching function az-{-by
further to a+z®b_y and (S 'x^+ZJF, D ^ x r ^ + O ϊ 7 , />(*)+lαH hlc^) is
equivalent to (S xx ( ί+l )Γ, D?X {(r*(i+l)F)ie(r*(j+l)iO-}, a+z®b_\ where
(r*(ί+l)ΠS a n d (^(i+lJPO-ar6 O(/z-2)-modules and a+y b_ are O(n-2)-
automorphisms, Proof of 3,2. p. 132, 4.6 p. 135, [4], (Since az+b is O(n—2)-
equivariant, then >^0, ^ oo are O(n—2)-equivariant and the decomposition
imp
o
(Bker pQ is O(n—2)-invariant).
By the corollary 2 (i) [7], r* : i?(O(?z—1))^R(O(n—2)) is epimorphic, then
for any O(n—2)-module L there exist O(n— l)-modules L
x
, L2 with L=r*L2—
r*Liy and so L+r*L x =r*L 2 in #(O(w—1)). Thus L + r * L 1 + L 3 = r * L 2 + L ;3>
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where L3 is a trivial O(n—2)-module and it can be considered as a trivial O(n—
l)-module. Then we can choose O(n— l)-modules V+9 V_ with (r*(s+l)V)°±®
rΨGimr*. Since [a+z®z]®[b_φlv_]={[a+®lv+]®[b.φlvj}. {[*]θ[l]},
adding the datum ( S ^ ί ^ e F . ) , Z>;x(r*F+0r*F_), *®l)<Eim &* to the
last one, the datum
(1) (S'x {(s+ί)V®V+®V_}y D\x {[(r*(s+l)V)l®r*V+]®[r*(s+l)V)°_
θr*V_]}, [a+z
is equivalent to
(2) (Sιx {
The O(n—2)-automorphism [<z+©lκ+]0[£-0V_] n a s the extension to an O(n—
2)-automorphism of D]x {[(r*(s+l)V)0+®r*V+]®[(r*(s+l)V)°_e>r*V_]}, thus
the datum (2) is equivalent to
(3) (^x {
©r*F_]}, the identity),
which belongs to im k*. By the remark before the theorem 3, we have proved
the theorem.
REMARK. S. Araki has obtained the theorem by using a Fary type spectral
sequence.
5. Invariant vector field on W2M1(d), n ^ 2
5.1 A Killing vector field on W2n-\d)
The manifold W2n'\d) is an 50(2) x O(n)-manifold. In fact for A e 0(n\
the action is defined by
• (^^ o, *i,—> %n) = (#o> Afa, •••, z
n
)).
On the other hand the 1-parameter group {Diag (e2it, edit, •••, edit); O^t^
Diag (*«', ^ « - . , ^- ' )K, - , *n)=&"*o> *"%> -> *"'*n),
and the action is free for sufficiently small 11 \. The actions of SO(2) and O(«)
are commutative.
Choosing an SO(2) X O(w)-invariant Riemannian metric on W2n~\d), we
have 5O(2)xO(w)c /(H^ 2 ^ 1 ^)), the group of isometries of W2n~\d\ and SO(2)
is an 1-parameter group of transformations. Define a vector field on W2n~\d) by
(1)
dt
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for any/EΞC~([/(£), R),
where U(p) is a neighborhood of a point p in W2n \d), and <p,=Diag (e2it,
}y then by definition, X is a complete vector field on W2n~\d).
The next proposition is well known in differential geometry.
Proposition 5. Let X be a complete vector field on a Riemannian manifold
Mf then X is a Killing vector field if and only if Exp tX is an isometry of M for
each
Thus the vector field X defined by (1) is a Killing vector field. Since φt
acts freely for sufficiently small 11 |, the vector field X has no singularity.
DEFINITION. Let G be a compact Lie group. A vector field X on a G-
manifold M is called G-invariant if it satisfies the equality
(2) (dg)pXp = Xgp for allp^M a n d ^ G .
Let {φt :t^R] be an 1-parameter group of transformations of a G-
manifold M, and suppose to begφt—<Ptg for all J G G and t^R, then for any
_ df(φt(gp)){(dg)PχxP}(f) =
ί=o
then the condition (2) is satisfied, and the vector field X is G-invariant.
By these discussions, we have proved
Theorem 4. There exists an O(n)-invariant Killing vector field without
singularity on W2n~\d).
The next proposition is well known in the case without G-action.
Proposition 5. A G-manifold M admits a G-invariant vector field without
singularity if and only if the tangent bundle T(M) of M has a G-invariant
decomposition T(M)=E^θ1y where E is a G-vector bundle and θ1 is the product
G-line bundle over M, and the decomposition is smooth.
We can prove the proposition quite similarly to the case without G-action.
REMARK (1). Suppose n to be a positive odd integer and w^3, then W2n~ι
(2A+1) is diffeomorphic to S2n~1y the standard sphere if 2k+ί = + 1 mod 8, and
to Σ 2 " " 1 , the Kervaire sphere if 2k+\ = +3 mod 8, and Σ 2 * " 1 is not
diffeomorphic to S2""1 if 2k-\-l = +3 mod 8 and n + 1 is not a power of 2.
(11.3, [2]).
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REMARK (2) S4/+1admits 1-field but not 2-field (27.11, [11]). Here we quote
a theorem in [10]. Let / : Sn-^^n be an orientation preserving homotopy
equivalence of the standard ^-sphere Sn onto a homotopy sphere XJn, then
we have an equivalence f*T(Σ?)^T(Sn). Thus Σ 4 / + 1 admits 1-field but not
2-field.
5.2 Non existence of invariant 2-fields
Now we proved the following
Theorem 5 For n ^ 2 , the O{n)-manifold W2n~\d) admits an O(ή)-
invariant l-fieldy but not 0{n)-invaήant 2-fields,
Proof. The orbit map π : W2n~\d)->D2 is the projection (z0, *„•••, *„)-»
z0. Since | * 0 | ^ l , | * 0 | 2 = | * i l 2 = l for (*0, < ) e P ( O ( / z - l ) ) and zo=e2^\ zx
= ±iedηtit ίorO^t^l. Then
ώ""«
+1> = -ie**" if d is odd ,
_ {βd^it Jf ^  Jg
 e v e n
 ^
Thus
(3) P(O(n-l)) = S'iϊd is odd and the orbit map P t O ^ - l ) ) - ^ 1 is the
non trivial covering,
= S1 U 51, the disjoint sum, if d is even and the orbit map
is the trivial covering.
Let X be a vector field on a G-manifold M and generate the 1-parameter
group of transformations {<pt}. The next proposition is well known.
Proposition 6. X is G-invariant if and only if gψr^ψtS for eac^ t^R and
Proof. The if part has been proved in 5.1. Suppose Xto be G-invariant.
For any f<=C°°(U(gp)),f g<=C°°(U(ρ)), 5.1 for notations. By the equalities
(dgXfi)f=Xp(f g)
=
 ϋ
m
 {f g'ψt-f g)gΛsp)
ί->0 t
=
 \im(f-g <Pfg~1-f)(gp)
*->o t
dgX generates g φt g"1- Since dgX=X, we have g.φt.g~
1z=φt by the
uniqueness of the solution of ordinary differential equations.
Proposition 7. Suppose M to be α G-mαnifold with non empty fixed point
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set Fy and admits an invariant vector field X without singularity. Then the
restriction X\F is a tangent vector field on F.
Proof. Suppose X to be a vector field on M and the restriction X \ F to
be a non trivial, non tangential vector field on F, then X can not be G-invariant.
For, if X is G-invariant and generates the 1-parameter group of transformations
{φt}j then there exist po^F and to^R with φtQp0<ξF since X is not tangential
to F. By Proposition 6 g'<pto-po
:
=<Pto gPo:=<Pt
o
Po for any g<=G, then φtopo^F
which is a contradiction.
Now we return to the proof of the theorem. If X is an O(w)-invariant,
then it is O(n— l)-invariant. By (11) and Proposition 7, Wzn~\d) can not admit
O(n—l)-invariant 2-fields. Thus we proved the theorem.
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